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The concept of complement function is used to define a fuzzy closed subset of a fuzzy topological 

space. That is a fuzzy subset  is fuzzy closed if the standard complement 1 =  is fuzzy open. Here 

the standard complement is obtained by using the function C: [0, 1] [0, 1] defined by C (x) = 1x, for 

all x [0, 1]. Several fuzzy topologists used this type of complement while extending the concepts in 
general topological spaces to fuzzy topological spaces. But there are other complements in the fuzzy 
literature. This motivated the second and third authors to introduce the concepts of fuzzy C -closed 
sets, and fuzzy C - pre closed sets, in fuzzy topological spaces. In this paper, we generalize the concept 
of fuzzy strongly pre open and fuzzy strongly pre closed sets by using the arbitrary complement 
function C, instead of the usual fuzzy complement function, and by using fuzzy C – pre closure instead 
of fuzzy pre closure. The concepts of fuzzy strongly C – pre open and strongly C – pre closed sets in 
fuzzy topological spaces and studied their properties in the third and fourth section, respectively.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Throughout this paper (X,) denotes a fuzzy topological 

space in the sense of Chang, 1968. Let C: [0, 1][0, 1] 

be a complement function. If  is a fuzzy subset of (X,) 

then the complement C  of a fuzzy subset  is defined 

by C (x) = C ((x)) for all xX. A complement function C 
is said to satisfy 

 
(i) The boundary condition if C (0) = 1 and C (1) = 0, 

(ii) Monotonic condition if x  y  C (x)  C (y), for all        

x, y  [0, 1], 

(iii) Involutive condition if C (C (x)) = x, for all x [0, 1].                      
 

The properties of fuzzy complement function C and C   

are given in George and Bo (2005) and Bageerathi et al. 
(2011).The following lemma will be useful in sequel. 
 
 
Definition 1  
 

Let (X,) be a fuzzy topological space and C be a complement 

function. Then a fuzzy subset  of X is fuzzy C -closed in 

(X,) if C  is fuzzy open in (X,) (Bageerathi et al., 2011). 
 
 

Lemma 1  
 

Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space and C be a
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complement function that satisfies the involutive 

condition. Then a fuzzy subset  of X is fuzzy open in 

(X,) if C  is a fuzzy C -closed subset of (X,) 
(Bageerathi et al., 2011). 
 
 
Definition 2  
 

Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space. Then for a fuzzy 

subset  of X, the fuzzy C -closure of  is defined as the 

intersection of all fuzzy C -closed sets  containing . The 

fuzzy C -closure of  is denoted by ClC  that is equal to 

{:   , C } (Bageerathi et al., 2011). 
 
 
Lemma 2  
 
If the complement function C satisfies the monotonic and 

involutive conditions, then for any fuzzy subset  of X, (i) 

C (Int ) = ClC (C ) and (ii) C (ClC ) = Int (C ) 
(Bageerathi et al., 2011). 
 
 
Definition 3  

 
A fuzzy topological space  (X, ) is C -product related to 

another  fuzzy topological space  (Y, ) if for any fuzzy 

subset  of X and  of Y, whenever C     and C     

imply   C   1  1  C  ≥   , where    and  , 

there exist 1  and   1 such that C 1 ≥  or C 1 ≥  

and C 1  1  1  C 1 = C   1  1  C  (Bageerathi 
and Thangavelu, 2010). 
 
 
Lemma 3  

 
Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space and let C be a 
complement function that satisfies the monotonic and 

involutive conditions. Then for a fuzzy subset  of a fuzzy 

topological space (X,) is fuzzy C-pre open if and only if  

 Int (ClC ) (Bageerathi and Thangavelu, 2011a).  

 
 
Lemma 4  

 
Let (X,) be a fuzzy topological space and C be a 

complement function. Then a fuzzy subset  of X is called 

a fuzzy C-pre closed set of X if ClC (Int ())   
(Bageerathi and Thangavelu, 2011b). 

 
 
Lemma 5  
  
If the complement functions C satisfies the monotonic 

and involutive conditions. Then for any fuzzy subset    of  
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X, (i)C  (pIntC  ) = pClC  (C ) and (ii)C (pClC ) = pIntC (C 

), where  pIntC  is  the union of all fuzzy C - pre open 

sets contained in  (Chang, 1968). 
 
 
Definition 4  
  

Let  be a fuzzy subset of a fuzzy topological space X 

then  is said to be fuzzy strongly pre open set if and only 

if   Int (pCl ) (Bageerathi and Thangavelu, 2011a). 
 
 
Definition 5  
  

Let  be a fuzzy subset of a fuzzy topological space X 

then  is said to be fuzzy strongly pre closed if its 
complement is fuzzy strongly pre open (Bageerathi and 
Thangavelu, 2011b). 
 
 
FUZZY STRONGLY C -PRE OPEN SETS  
  
In this section we introduce the concept of fuzzy strongly 
C -pre open sets in a fuzzy topological space with respect 

to a complement function C: [0, 1] [0, 1]. 
 
 
Definition 6 
  

Let  be a fuzzy subset of a fuzzy topological space X. 

Then  is said to be fuzzy strongly C -pre open if and only 

if   Int (pClC  ). The class of all fuzzy strongly pre open 
sets coincides with the class of all fuzzy strongly C -pre 
open sets if the standard complement function coincides 
with the arbitrary complement function. It is obvious that 
every fuzzy open set is fuzzy strongly C -pre open and 
every fuzzy strongly C -pre open set is fuzzy C - pre open 
but the separate converses may not be true as shown by 
the following example. 

 
 

Example 1 
 

Let X = {a, b} and  = {0, {a.3, b.8}, {a.2, b.5}, {a.7, b.05}, 
{a.3, b.5}, {a.3, b.05}, {a.2, b.05}, {a.7, b.8}, {a.7, b.5}, 1}. Then 

(X, ) is a fuzzy topological space. Let C (x) =
x

x

21

1



 , 0  x 

 1.The family of all fuzzy C -closed sets C () = {0, 
{a.4375, b.077}, {a.57, b.25}, {a.125, b.86}, {a.4375, b.25}, {a.4375, 
b.86}, {a.57, b.86}, {a.125, b.077}, {a.125, b.25}, 1}.  

Let  = {a.5, b.3}. Then pClC  = {a.57, b.86}, Int pClC  = 

{a.7, b.8}. Thus we see that   < Int pClC . By using 

Definition 3.1,  is fuzzy strongly C -pre open set but not 

fuzzy open. Let  = {a.3, b.6}. Then ClC  = {a.4375, b.86}, 

pClC  = {a.55, b.6}, Int ClC  = {a.3, b.8} and Int pClC  = 

{a.3, b.5}.  Thus  we  see  that   <  Int   ClC   .   By   using  
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Proposition 1 in [4],  is fuzzy C - pre open. But Int ClC  

= {a.3, b.8}. Here    Int pClC . By using Definition 6,  

is not fuzzy strongly C -pre open.  
 
 

Proposition 1 
 

Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space and C  be a 
complement function that satisfies the monotonic and 

involutive conditions.  Let  be a fuzzy subset of a fuzzy 
topological space X. Then the following properties hold. 

(i) pClC   ≥   ClC   (Int ). 

(ii) pInt C   ≤    Int (ClC  ). 
 
 

Proof 
  

Since the complement function C satisfies the monotonic 
and involutive conditions, by using Proposition 3 in Sutha 

et al. (2013),   pClC . It follows that Int   Int pClC . 

By using Theorem 1 in Bageerathi et al. (2011), ClC  Int  

 ClC  Int pClC . Since pClC  is fuzzy C -pre closed, by 

using 1 in Bageerathi and Thangavelu (2011), ClC  Int   

ClC  Int pClC   pClC . That is ClC  Int   pClC . From 

the above, we get pClC   ≥   ClC   (Int ). This proves 
(i). Since the complement function C satisfies the 
monotonic and involutive conditions, by using Proposition 

2 in Sutha et al. (2013),, pInt C   . By using Theorem 2 

in Bageerathi et al. (2011), ClC  pInt C   ClC  . This 

follows that IntClC  pInt C   IntClC  . Since pIntC  is 
fuzzy C -pre open, by using Proposition 2 in Bageerathi 

and Thangavelu (2011), pInt C  ≤ IntClC  pInt C   IntClC  

. That is pInt C   IntClC  . From the above, we get pInt 

C      IntClC  . This proves (ii). 
 
 

Proposition 2 
 

Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space and C  be a 
complement function that satisfies the monotonic and 

involutive conditions.  Let  be a fuzzy subset of a fuzzy 
topological space X. Then the following properties hold. 

(i) Int (pClC  ) ≤ Int (ClC  ). 

(ii) Int (pClC  ) ≥ Int (ClC  Int ). 
 
 

Proof 
  

Since pClC   is the intersection of all fuzzy C -pre closed 

set containing . By using Proposition, intersection of all 
fuzzy C -pre closed set sets is fuzzy C -pre closed. This 

implies that pClC   is fuzzy C -pre closed. Since the 
complement function C satisfies the monotonic and 
involutive conditions, by using Proposition 3 in Sutha et 

al. (2013), pClC (pClC ) = pClC . By taking pClC  =, 

this follows that pClC   =  . Also  ≤ ClC  . Hence pClC   

≤ ClC  . This implies that Int  (pClC  ) ≤  Int  (ClC   ).  This  

 
 
 
 
proves (i). Since the complement function C satisfies the 
monotonic and involutive conditions, by using Proposition 

3.3,   ClC   (Int )  pClC . It follows that ClC   (Int )  

pClC . That implies Int (ClC  Int ) ≤ Int (pClC  ). The 
following example shows that the intersection of any two 
fuzzy strongly C -pre open sets is not fuzzy strongly C -
pre open. 
 

 

Example 2 
 

Let X = {a, b, c} and  = {0, {a.7, b.8, c1}, {b.2, c.5}, {a.4, 

b.5}, {b.2}, {a.4, b.5, c.5}, 1}. Let C (x) =
x

x

21

1



 , 0  x  1, be 

a complement function. The family of all fuzzy C-closed 

sets C () = {0, {a.125, b.0769}, {a1, b.571, c.25}, {a.33, b.25, c1}, 
{a1, b.571, c1}, {a.33, b.25, c.25}, 1}.  

Let  = {b.5, b.5} and  = {a.3, b.2, c.2} it can be 

computed that pClC  = { a1, b.571, c1},  Int pClC   = {a.4, 

b.5, c.5}. That shows   Int pClC . Also pClC    = {a.8, 

b.571, c.5}, Int pClC   = {a.4, b.5, c.5}. This shows that   

Int pClC  . Now  = {b.2, c.2} it can be find that pClC  

() = {a.33, b.25, c.25} and Int pClC  () = {b.2}, we see 

that ()   Int pClC   (   ). From the above and by 

using Definition 6, we see that    is not fuzzy strongly 

C -pre open even if  and  are fuzzy strongly C -pre 
open.  

Krsteska (1992) established that any union of fuzzy 
strongly pre open sets is a fuzzy strongly pre open set. 
Further the following example shows that the union of 
any two fuzzy strongly C -pre open sets is not fuzzy 
strongly C -pre open. 
 

 

Example 3 
 

Let X = {a, b, c} and  = {0, {a.7, b.8, c1}, {b.2, c.5}, {a.4, 

b.5}, {b.2}, {a.4, b.5, c.5}, 1}. Let C (x) = 
x

x

1

2 , 0  x  1,  

be a complement function.  The family of all fuzzy C -

closed sets C () = {0, {a.824, b.889, c1}, {b.333, c.667},{a.571, 

b.667}, {b.33},{a.571, b.667, c.667}, 1}. Let  = {b.5, c.5} and  = 

{a.7, b.2, c.2} it can be computed that pClC   = {a.5, b.6, 

c.6} and Int pClC   = { a.4, b.5, c.5}. That shows   Int pClC 

 . Also pClC   = {a.7, b.2, c.2}, pClC    = {a.7, b.8, c1} 

and Int pClC   = {a.7, b.8, c.6}. This shows that   Int pClC 

  . Now  = {a.7, b.5, c.5} it can be find that pClC   () 

= {a.7, b.8, c.6} and Int pClC   () = {a.4, b.5, c.5}, we see 

that ()   Int pClC   ( ). From the above and by 

using Definition 6, we see that     is not fuzzy strongly 

C -pre open even if  and  are fuzzy strongly C -pre 
open.  
 
 

Remark 1 
 

From Example 2, it is to observe that  the  intersection  of  



 

 
 
 
 
any two fuzzy strongly C -pre open sets is not fuzzy 
strongly C -pre open, even if the complement function C 
satisfies the monotonic and involutive conditions. Also, in 
view of the next proposition, if the complement function C 
satisfies the monotonic and involutive conditions, then the 
arbitrary union of fuzzy strongly C -pre open sets is fuzzy 
strongly C -pre open. 
 
 
Proposition 3 
 

Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space and C  be a 
complement function that satisfies the monotonic and 
involutive conditions. Then the arbitrary union of fuzzy 
strongly C -pre open sets is fuzzy strongly C -pre open. 
 
 
Proof 
 

Let  be a collection of fuzzy strongly C -pre open sets of 

a fuzzy topological space (X, ). Then by using Definition 

6, for each ,   Int pClC  . Thus 




  




Int pClC  

. Since C satisfies the monotonic and involutive 

conditions, by using Proposition 3.8 in [9], we have 




 

 Int pClC   




. Again by using Definition 6, 




 is 

fuzzy strongly C -pre open. 
 
 
Proposition 4 
 

Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space and C  be a 
complement function that satisfies the monotonic and 

involutive conditions. If a fuzzy subset  is fuzzy strongly 

C -pre open set, then pClC   = ClC  . 
 
 
Proof 
 

Let  be a fuzzy strongly C -pre open set of a fuzzy 

topological space (X, ). Then by using Definition 6,   

Int pClC  . Since C  satisfies the monotonic and involutive 
conditions, by using Theorem 2 in Bageerathi et al. 

(2011), ClC   ClC  Int pClC  . By Theorem 2 in 
Bageerathi and Thangavelu (2011b), intersection of fuzzy 

C-pre closed sets is fuzzy C-pre closed, pClC   is fuzzy 

C-pre closed, it follows that ClC   ClC  Int pClC   ≤ pClC  

.  

Also by Proposition 1, pClC   ≤ ClC  . From the above, 

pClC   = ClC  .  
 
 
Theorem 1 
 

Let (X, ) and (Y, ) be any two fuzzy  topological  spaces  
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such that X is C -product related to Y. Then the product 

12  of a fuzzy strongly C -pre open set 1 of X and a 

fuzzy strongly C -pre open set  2  of Y is a fuzzy C -pre 

open set of the fuzzy product space X  Y. 
 
 
Proof 
 

Let 1 be a fuzzy strongly C -pre open subset of X and 2 

be a fuzzy strongly C -pre open subset of Y. Then by 

using Definition 6, we have 1  Int pClC  1 and 2  Int 

pClC  2. By using Theorem 2 in [3] and Proposition 4, 

implies that 1  2  Int (pClC  1  pClC  2) = Int (ClC  1  

ClC  2) = Int (ClC  (1   2)). By using Definition 6, 1  2 is 

a fuzzy C -pre open set of the fuzzy product space X  Y. 
 
 

FUZZY STRONGLY C -PRE CLOSED SETS 
 

In this section we introduce the concept of fuzzy strongly 
C -pre closed sets in a fuzzy topological space with 

respect to a complement function C  : [0, 1] [0, 1]. 
 
 

Definition 7 
 

Let  be a fuzzy subset of a fuzzy topological space X. 

Then  is said to be fuzzy strongly C -pre closed if and 

only if ClC   (pIntC   )  . The class of all fuzzy strongly 
pre closed sets coincides with the class of all fuzzy 
strongly C -pre closed sets if the standard complement 
function coincides with the arbitrary complement function. 
The standard complement of fuzzy strongly pre open set 
is fuzzy strongly C -pre closed. But the analogous result 
is not true for fuzzy strongly C -pre open. If the 
complement function C satisfies the monotonic and 
involutive conditions, then the arbitrary complement of 
fuzzy strongly C -pre open is fuzzy strongly C -pre closed 
as shown in the next proposition. 
 
 
Proposition 5  
 

Let  be a fuzzy subset of a fuzzy topological space (X,) 
and C be a complement function that satisfies the 

monotonic and involutive conditions. Then  is fuzzy 

strongly C -pre closed if and only if C is fuzzy strongly C 
-pre open. 
 
 
Proof 
 

Let  be fuzzy strongly C -pre closed. Then by using 

Definition 4.1, ClC (pIntC )  . Taking complement on 

both sides, we get C (ClC   (pIntC   ))  C. Since C 
satisfies the monotonic and involutive conditions, by 

using Lemma 2 (i) and Lemma 5 (ii), we have Int pClC   C  
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 C. By using Definition 6, C is fuzzy strongly C -pre 

open. Conversely, C is fuzzy strongly C -pre open. By 

using Definition 6, C  Int pClC  C. Taking complement 

on both sides, we get C(C)  C (Int pClC  C). Since C 
satisfies the monotonic and involutive conditions, by 

using Lemma 2 (i) and Lemma 3 (ii), we have ClC  pIntC  

 . By using Definition 7,  is fuzzy strongly C -pre 
closed. The following example shows that if the 
conditions monotonic and involutive cannot be dropped 
from the hypothesis of Proposition 5. 

 
 
Example 4 

 
Let X = {a, b} and  = {0, {a.3, b.8}, {a.2, b.5}, {a.7, b.05}, 
{a.3, b.5}, {a.3, b.05}, {a.2, b.05}, {a.7, b.8}, {a.7, b.5}, 1}. Let 

C(x) = x , 0  x  1, be a complement function. We see 

that the complement function C does not satisfy the 
monotonic and involutive conditions. The family of all 

fuzzy C-closed sets is C() = {0, {a.548, b.894}, {a.447, b.707}, 
{a.837, b.223}, {a.548, b.707}, {a.548, b.223}, {a.447, b.223}, {a.837, 
b.894}, {a.837, b.707}, 1}.  

Let  = {a.548, b.223}. Then ClC  = {a.548, b.223}, ClC pIntC 

 = {a.3, b.05}. This shows that ClC  pIntC   . By using 

Definition 7,  is fuzzy strongly C -pre closed. But C = 

{a.74, b.472}. Then pIntC C = {a.7, b.05}, ClC pIntC C = 

{a.837, b.223} and ClC pIntC C = {a.7, b.05}. This shows that 

C   ClC pIntC C. By using Definition 6, C is not fuzzy 

strongly C -pre open. The following example shows that, 
if the complement function C does not satisfy the 
involutive condition then the conclusion of Proposition 5 
is not true. 

 
 
Example 5 

 
Let X = {a, b} and  = {0, {a.3, b.8}, {a.2, b.5}, {a.7, b.05}, 
{a.3, b.5}, {a.3, b.05}, {a.2, b.05}, {a.7, b.8}, {a.7, b.5}, 1}. Let 

C(x) =
3

3

)1(

1

x

x



 , 0  x  1, be a complement function. This 

complement function C  does not satisfy the involutive 

condition. The family of all fuzzy C-closed sets C() = {0, 
{a.443, b.084}, {a.574, b.254},  {a.134, b.864}, {a.443, b.259}, {a.574, 

b.864}, {a.134, b.084}, {a.134, b.084},{a.134, b.259}, 1}. Let  = 

{a.443, b.259} Then pIntC  = {a.3, b.05}, ClC pIntC  = {a.443, 

b.084}. This shows that ClC  pIntC   . By using Definition 

7,  is fuzzy    C- strongly C -pre closed. But C = {a.304, 

b.492}. Then pIntC C = {a.3, b.05}, ClC  pIntC C = {a.443, 

b.084}. This shows that C   ClC  pIntC C . 

By using Definition 6, C is not fuzzy strongly C -pre 
open. It is clear that every fuzzy C -closed is a fuzzy 
strongly C -pre closed set. But the converse is not true as 
shown in the following example. 

 
 
 
 
Example 6 
 

Let X = {a, b, c} and  = {0, {a.6, b.3}, {b.4, c.7}, {a.2, c.5}, 
{b.3}, {a.6, b.4, c.7}, {a.2, b.4, c.7}, { c.5}, {a.2}, {a.6, b.3, c.5}, 

{a.2, b.3}, {a.2, b.3, c.5}, {b.3, c.5}, 1 }. Then (X, ) is a fuzzy 

topological space. Let C(x) =
x

x

31

1




, 0  x  1, be a 

complement function. The family of all fuzzy C-closed 

sets C() = {0, {a1, b.27, c.097}, {a.143, b.368, c1}, {a.5, b1, c.2}, 
{a1, b.368, c1}, {a.143, b.273, c.097}, {a.5, b.273, c.097}, {a1, b1, 
c.2}, {a.5, b1, c1}, {a.143, b.368, c.2}, {a.5, b.368, c1}, {a.5, b.368, 

c.2}, {a1, b.368, c.2}, 1 }. Let  = {a.5, b.5, c.2}, it can be 

computed that pIntC  = {a.2, b.3},  ClC pIntC  = {a.5, b.362, 

c.2}. This shows that ClC pIntC   .  

By using Definition 7,  is fuzzy strongly C -pre closed. 

Also  is not fuzzy C -closed. The following example 
show that the union of fuzzy strongly C -pre closed sets is 
not fuzzy strongly C -pre closed. 
 
 
Example 7 
 

From the above Example 6, let X = {a, b, c} and  = {0, 
{a.6, b.3}, {b.4, c.7}, {a.2, c.5}, {b.3}, {a.6, b.4, c.7}, {a.2, b.4, 
c.7}, {c.5}, {a.2}, {a.6, b.3, c.5}, {a.2, b.3}, {a.2, b.3, c.5}, {b.3, 

c.5}, 1}. Let  = {a.5, b.5, c.2} and  = {a.5, b.368, c1}. Then it 

can be computed that pIntC  = {a.2, b.3}, ClC pIntC  = 

{a.5, b.362, c.2}. That shows ClC  pIntC   .In the same 

way, pIntC  = { a.2, b.3, c.5}, ClC pIntC  = { a.5, b. 368, c1}. 

This shows that ClC pIntC   .  By using Definition 4.1,  

and  are fuzzy strongly C –pre closed. Now let  = 

{a.5, b.5, c1}. Then pIntC () = {a.2, b.4, c.7}, ClC pIntC 

() = {a.5, b1, c1}. This shows that ClC  pIntC ()  

. By using Definition 7,    is not fuzzy strongly C -
pre closed. Furthermore, the following example shows 
that the intersection of fuzzy strongly C -pre closed sets 
is not fuzzy strongly C -pre closed. 
 

 
Example 8 

 
Let X = {a, b} and  = {0, {a.3, b.8}, {a.2, b.5}, {a.7, b.05}, 
{a.3, b.5}, {a.3, b.05}, {a.2, b.05}, {a.7, b.8},{a.7, b.5}, 1}. Let 

C(x) =
x

x

1

2

 

, 0  x  1 be the complement function. 

Then the family of all fuzzy C-closed sets C () = {0, 
{a.462, b.889}, {a.33, b.667}, {a.824, b.095}, {a.462,b.667}, {a.462, 

b.095},{a.33, b.095}, {a.824, b.889},{a.824, b.667},1}. Let  = {a.5, 

b.7} and  = {a.4, b.8}. Then it can be computed that pIntC  

 = {a.2, b.5}, ClC pIntC  = {a.462, b.667}. That shows ClC  

pIntC   . In the same way, pIntC  = {a.8, b.5}, ClC pIntC 

 = {a.33 b.667}. This shows that ClC  pIntC   .  By using 

Definition 7,  and  is fuzzy strongly C -pre closed. Now 

    =  {a.4, b.7}.  Then  pIntC  () =  {a.3, b.5}  and  ClC  



 

 
 
 
 

pIntC () = {a.462, b.667}.  This shows that ClC  pIntC ( 

)     . By using Definition 7,    is not fuzzy 

strongly C -pre closed.  
 
 
Remark 2 
 
Further, the Example 7 shows that the union of any two 
fuzzy strongly C -pre closed sets need not be fuzzy 
strongly C -pre closed, even though the complement 
function satisfies the monotonic and involutive conditions. 
If the complement functions C satisfies the monotonic 
and involutive conditions, then arbitrary intersection of 
fuzzy strongly C -pre closed sets is fuzzy strongly C -pre 
closed as shown in the following proposition. 
 
 
Proposition 6 
 

Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space and C  be a 
complement function that satisfies the monotonic and 
involutive conditions. Then the arbitrary intersection of 
fuzzy strongly C -pre closed sets is fuzzy strongly C -pre 
closed. 
 
 
Proof 
 

Let  be a collection of fuzzy strongly C -pre closed sets 

of a fuzzy topological space (X, ). Then by using 

Proposition 5, C  be a collection of fuzzy strongly C -pre 

open sets. By using Definition 6, for each , C Int 

pClC C. Also by Proposition 3, we have arbitrary union of 
fuzzy strongly C -pre open sets are fuzzy strongly C -pre 

open. Thus we have 




C  




 Int pClC C. Since C 

satisfies the monotonic and involutive conditions, by 
using Proposition 3 in Sutha et al. (2013), we have C  

(




)  Int pClC C(




). This shows that, C (




) is 

fuzzy strongly C -pre open. Then by using Proposition 5, 

we have 




 is fuzzy strongly C -pre closed. 

 
 
Proposition 7 
 

Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space and C  be a 
complement function that satisfies the monotonic and 

involutive conditions. If a fuzzy subset  is fuzzy strongly 

C -pre closed set, then pIntC   = Int . 
 
 
Proof 
 

Let  be a fuzzy strongly C -pre closed set of a fuzzy 

topological space (X, ). Then by using Definition 7, ClC   
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pIntC    . This implies that Int ClC  pIntC     Int . Since 

pIntC   is fuzzy C -pre open. By using Lemma 2, pIntC   ≤ 

Int ClC pIntC   Int . Since C satisfies the monotonic and 

involutive conditions, by using Proposition 2, Int  ≤ pIntC  

. From the above, pIntC   = Int .  
 
 
Theorem 2 
 

Let (X, ) and (Y, ) be any two fuzzy topological spaces 
such that X is C -product related to Y. Then the product 

12 of a fuzzy strongly C -pre closed set 1 of X and a 

fuzzy strongly C -pre closed set 2 of Y is a fuzzy strongly 

C -pre closed set of the fuzzy product space X Y. 
 
 
Proof 
 

Let 1 be a fuzzy strongly C -pre closed subset of X and 

2 be a fuzzy strongly C -pre closed subset of Y. Then by 

using Definition 7, we have ClC pIntC   1   1 and ClC  

pIntC  2  2. By using Theorem 2 in Bageerathi and 

Thangavelu (2010), implies that ClC (pIntC 1  pIntC 2)  

1  2. Since C satisfies the monotonic and involutive 

conditions, by using Proposition 4.10, ClC (pIntC 1  pIntC -

2) = ClC  (IntC 1  IntC 2)  1  2. By Definition 6, 1  2 

is a fuzzy C -pre closed set of the fuzzy product space X 

 Y. 
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